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Abstract: Palliative care patients have been associated with a high probability of having depression
and spiritual distress. However, there is a gap in research about the clinical indicators that can
promote an effective differential diagnosis of depression and spiritual distress. This study aimed to
identify the prevalence and the clinical indicators of depression and spiritual distress in palliative
patients in primary care. An observational and cross-sectional study was conducted in 2016 in a
Portuguese primary care unit. From a General Practitioners patients’ file of 1457 adult patients,
a sample of 30 palliative patients was recruited throughout two steps: (1) selection of patients
with chronic disease criteria; (2) selection of patients with Prognostic Indicator Guidance criteria.
Exclusion criteria included cognitive impairment and psychotic disorders. Participants completed
the self-assessment Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) and Functional Assessment
of Chronic Illness Therapy—Spiritual Well-Being Scale (FACIT-Sp12) scales, which were sealed in
opaque envelopes. Clinical data collection used semi-structured interviews for the diagnosis of
depression and spiritual distress. The prevalence of depression was 23% (n = 7), while the prevalence
of spiritual distress was 23% (n = 7). Four patients (13%) fulfilled both the depression and the spiritual
distress criteria. Depression and spiritual distress seem to be both linked to the spiritual dimensions
of the human being, but seem to differ in the dimensions of suffering and pharmacologic treatment.
Keywords: depression; spiritual distress; palliative care; spirituality

1. Introduction
1.1. Palliative Care
Palliative care is an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families who
are facing problems associated with life-threatening illnesses (WHO 2015). It is intended to prevent
and relieve suffering through the early identification, correct assessment and treatment of pain and
other problems, whether they are physical, psychosocial, or spiritual. Palliative care is concerned not
only with managing physical pain, but, as perceived by a palliative care community physician, with
“the management of psycho-social struggle, the psycho-social pain and suffering that goes with dying”
(Mistry et al. 2015, p. 3). A phenomenological study that enrolled a range of community palliative
care providers emphasized the importance of this holistic palliative care approach. This study valued
the following as much as the traditionally symptom-oriented concerns: the addressing of the patients’
non-physical needs and wishes, the importance of having a healthcare team that functioned as a unit,
the delivery of care that was patient-directed (namely seeking to understand the patients’ and families’
journeys), the importance of ensuring the patient is comfortable, and communication and relationship
development in addition to the emotional preparation of the patient for a peaceful death (Mistry et al. 2015).
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1.2. Depression
Depression is one of the most prevalent forms of mental health problems, affecting about 21% of
palliative cancer patients (Wilson et al. 2007), 20%–29% of patients with heart failure (Yohannes et al. 2010),
23% of patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Kunik et al. 2005), and 20%–44% of
end-stage renal disease patients treated with hemodialysis (Cukor et al. 2014). Depression can have
devastating effects on individuals and their families.
Sadness is a part of human existence and usually does not require treatment. Therefore, these
periods should not be diagnosed as a depressive episode if they do not meet the severity and
duration criteria or if they do not include clinically significant distress or impairment (APA 2013).
Depression is a state of suffering characterized by sadness and emptiness, accompanied by somatic and
cognitive changes that significantly affect the individual’s capacity to function (APA 2013). Depressed
mood or anhedonia (diminished interest or pleasure in activities), which has continued for at least a
two-week period, is necessary to diagnose major depression. During this time, the patient must also
exhibit at least five or more of the following symptoms: significant weight loss or gain; insomnia or
hypersomnia; psychomotor agitation or retardation; fatigue or loss of energy; feelings of worthlessness
or inappropriate/excessive guilt; diminished ability to think or concentrate; indecisiveness; and
recurrent thoughts of death or suicide (APA 2013).
Patients with depression express themselves as feeling sad, low, empty, hopeless, and gloomy,
with a loss of interest and enjoyment and increased fatigability. They can be unable to cry or frequently
weep without significant precipitants and be irritable or cranky. The physician often observes changes
in the patients’ posture, dress, speech, and facial expression. Family members or co-workers notice
patients’ social withdrawal or decreased activity. Sometimes, pronounced somatic symptoms or
psychotic symptoms accompany depression. The patient “commonly expresses feelings such as why
me? What is the point? Why can’t I find a point in living?”(Swinton 2001, p. 96).
Risk factors for major depressive disorder include families with a history of depression or
alcoholism; race (less common in blacks); recent negative life events; insecure, worried, introverted,
stress sensitive, obsessive, unassertive and dependent personality traits; early loss; disruptive, hostile
or negative environment during childhood; lack of intimate relationships; and being postpartum
(Loosen et al. 2000).
There is a consensus that depression results from multiple etiologic influences, including genetic,
biochemical, psychodynamic, and socioenvironmental factors, which interact in complex ways
(Loosen et al. 2000). “Stressful and significant life events, particularly the death or loss of a loved
one, can precede the onset of depression, although fewer than 20% of individuals experiencing losses
become clinically depressed” (Loosen et al. 2000, p. 290). Three behavioral models emerged in the
mid-1900s to explain depression: “an inadequate positive reinforcement leading to a self-perpetuating
cycle consisting of dysphoria, a reduction in behaviors that would normally obtain the reinforcement
with lowered self-esteem, increased hopelessness, and increased isolation; a result of situations in
which a person has lost control over negative life events; and as a distorted experience in the negative
direction” (Loosen et al. 2000, p. 292). Biological theories associate depression with neurotransmitters
and neuroendocrine factors. More recently, structural neuroimaging studies of depression have
revealed widespread cortical–limbic deficits in grey matter and in white matter (Sankar et al. 2016).
Depression often has a negative impact on the patient’s quality of life, but it can also be a process
that opens the patient up to reflection. This also creates a possibility for therapeutically reframing
personal needs and mental health (Swinton 2001).
1.3. Anxiety
Anxiety is one of the most prevalent mental disorders, affecting about 15% of the general
population at any one time (Shelton 2000). When diagnosed by structured clinical interviews, the
prevalence in palliative care patients varies between 14% in cancer (Wilson et al. 2007), 18% in chronic
heart failure (Haworth et al. 2005), 19% in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Kunik et al. 2005),
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and 46% in end-stage renal disease patients treated with hemodialysis (Cukor et al. 2008). Mixed
anxiety and depression affects about 50%–66% of patients in palliative care or in primary care
(Wilson et al. 2007; Hirschfeld 2001).
“Fear is the emotional response to real or perceived imminent threat, whereas anxiety is the
anticipation of future threat” (APA 2013, p. 189). Anxiety disorders occur either when the response
to the threat is excessive or when anxiety symptoms occur persistently without an obvious external
threat (Shelton 2000). Anxiety is characterized by physical symptoms, such as tension, tachycardia,
tachypnea, tremor, heart palpitations, sleep disturbances, shortness of breath, sweating, numbness, or
tingling sensations. It is also accompanied by apprehension, fear, obsessions, feelings of unreality or of
being detached from oneself, fear of losing control or “going crazy”, fear of dying, and other similar
symptoms (APA 2013). Anxiety disorders must be distinguished from anxiety due to another medical
condition and from substance/medication-induced anxiety (APA 2013; Shelton 2000).
1.4. Alcohol Use Disorder
Harmful use of alcohol is one of the leading worldwide causes of morbidity, disability, and
mortality. Each year, alcohol consumption is responsible for 5.9% of worldwide deaths and 5.1% of
global burden of disease and injury, as measured in disability-adjusted life years (WHO 2014).
Alcoholism or alcohol use disorder is a maladaptive pattern of alcohol use leading to clinically
significant impairment or distress. This is manifested by at least two or more of the following
summarized criteria occurring within a 12-month period: consuming more alcohol than planned,
unsuccessful efforts to control alcohol use, spending an excessive amount of time in activities necessary
to use or recover from alcohol use, craving, failing major role obligations or social withdrawal
attributable to alcohol use, continuous alcohol use despite recurrent social or interpersonal problems
or despite health problems, tolerance, repeated use of alcohol in dangerous situations, and withdrawal
symptoms (APA 2013).
In 2006, White, Becker and Laudet conducted 50 in-depth qualitative life history interviews with
residents in addiction recovery. Surviving active addiction and achieving recovery was found to be
associated with a higher meaning and purpose in the lives of the study participants (White et al. 2006).
The authors described four primary sources of life meaning and purpose shared across these
recovery frameworks: survival, self-reclamation, service to others, and connection to community
(White et al. 2006). Furthermore, long-term trends seems to increase in the Purpose in Life scale with
remission of alcohol dependence, while negative correlations were found for baseline Purpose in Life
scores with drinking and depression (Krentzman et al. 2015).
1.5. Spirit and Spirituality
In its etymology, the spirit is the “élan vital” or “vital force” in French, while in Hebrew it
is “ruách,” which means “wind” or “breath.” For Stein, the Spirit manifests itself entirely when it
gives itself up and leaves without losing itself (Stein 1994). In 1988, Beck, Rawlins and Williams
(Williams et al. 1993) conceptualized the Spirit as a movement that permeates the five dimensions
of the human person (physical, intellectual, emotional, social, and spiritual) as the core aspect of the
person, which manifests in people’s thoughts, behavior, and language (Swinton 2001). Spirit can be
observed, understood, and nurtured (Swinton 2001).
In the middle of the 20th century, Viktor Frankl highlighted the concept of spirituality as a core
aspect of humankind (Frankl 1985). Since then, the concept of spirituality has gained widespread
attention in several disciplines, including psychiatry. Despite the difficulty of formulating precise
definitions, spirituality and religion relate to the core beliefs, values, and experiences of human beings
(Moreira-Almeida et al. 2016). WHO has recognized spirituality as having a great impact on the patient’s
overall quality of life (Moussavi et al. 2007). In a consensus conference aiming to define spirituality in
palliative care, the concept was defined as: “the aspect of humanity that refers to the way individuals
seek and express meaning and purpose and the way they experience their connectedness to the moment,
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to self, to others, to nature, and to the significant or sacred” (Puchalski et al. 2009, p. 887). Overall,
spiritual care should be based on a shared understanding of spirituality, which is a multidisciplinary
approach. This care should include both assessment and treatment of spiritual distress. This report
includes that spiritual distress “should be treated with the same intent and urgency as treatment for
pain or any other medical or social problem” (Puchalski et al. 2009, p. 891).
The correct identification of a palliative patient’s spiritual needs can help in overcoming the
deterioration of their physical and social condition (Risk 2013). Focusing on their inner and spiritual
being can be an important coping mechanism (Risk 2013).
1.6. Spiritual Distress
It is estimated that about half of cancer patients and others with chronic diseases experience
some spiritual struggle (Delgado-Guay et al. 2011; Hui et al. 2011), although there is limited
research examining the prevalence of spiritual distress among patients with cancer and other chronic
diseases. This fact has recently been recognized as a priority in palliative care practice and research
(Selman et al. 2014). Spiritual distress has been observed in palliative patients (Gielen et al. 2017) in
addition to patients with cancer (Caldeira et al. 2014), heart failure (Naghi et al. 2012; Strada et al. 2013),
respiratory insufficiency (Strada et al. 2013), kidney failure (De Cássia Lopes Chaves et al. 2010), and
mental illness (Yang et al. 2012). Cancer patients may have spiritual distress at the diagnosis phase, at
recurrence, and later in the terminal phase (Murray et al. 2005). Patients with organ failure may have
spiritual distress along the illness journey, reflecting the gradual decline (Murray et al. 2005).
Viktor Frankl’s personal experiences and study during the Second World War, when he survived
concentration camps, led him to consider Man as a spiritual being. Thus, we structurally seek meaning
(Frankl 1968). Each person has a unique meaning in life, which is critical to the sense of fulfilment
(Frankl 1992). “The concern or even the despair of the person about whether their life is worth being
experienced is an existential anguish, but by no means a mental illness. [...] The search for meaning
certainly can cause inner tension instead of inner balance. However, precisely this tension is an
indispensable prerequisite for mental health” (Frankl 1985, pp. 125–26).
When analyzing the defining characteristics for the nursing diagnosis of spiritual distress, a lack
of meaning in life was found to be a fundamental spiritual need and a core aspect of spiritual distress
among other defining characteristics (Caldeira et al. 2013). In addition, when conducting the clinical
validation study, a lack of meaning in life had the highest specificity value among all defining
characteristics in cancer patients in spiritual distress. Furthermore, expressing suffering had the
highest value of sensitivity. Spiritual Distress was defined as a state of suffering that was related to
lack of meaning in life (Caldeira et al. 2015).
1.7. Depression and Spiritual Distress
An ethnographic study conducted in a Spanish monastery whose community consisted of
10 contemplative nuns concluded that symptoms perceived as a depressive episode reflected a spiritual
experience (Durà-Vilà et al. 2010).
They observed “clearly three key elements of the analysis: (1) a number of seemingly
pathological symptoms, which bear great similarity with or were identical to those
ascribed to depression (e.g., tearfulness, low mood, lack of volition, loss of appetite, etc.);
(2) behavioural patterns and emotions which did not correspond to depression (maintenance
of activities, sociability, preservation of hope, optimism despite the frustration, etc.); and
(3) an attribution of meaning (religious meaning in the idiom of the Dark Night of the Soul),
which facilitated (2) in spite of (1)”. (Durà-Vilà et al. 2010, p. 557)
Swinton conducted a hermeneutic phenomenological study using unstructured interviews of
people who had experienced depression for at least two years. One of the main themes arising
from the research was the importance of having a meaning or purpose in life. Therefore, the author
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suggested that one of the defining features of depression could be a loss of meaning or purpose in life
(Swinton 2001), which is also a core aspect of spiritual distress (Caldeira et al. 2013; 2015).
Quantitative studies have demonstrated that there is an inverse relationship between spirituality
and depression, even in different cultures (Bekelman et al. 2007; Saisunantararom et al. 2015).
Bornet et al. (Bornet et al. 2015) have tested two instruments for measuring depressive symptoms and
spiritual distress, namely the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) and the Spiritual Distress Assessment
Tool (SDAT). They observed that “96.4% (27/28) of elderly patients with significant depressive
symptoms (GDS-15 ≥ 6) also suffered from spiritual distress. Conversely, elderly patients with high
SDAT scores had a wide range of scores on the GDS-15” (Bornet et al. 2015, p. 109). They suggested
that elderly patients with significant depressive symptoms might be more vulnerable to concomitant
spiritual distress. Therefore, precise therapeutic interventions might be needed as spiritual distress
and depression are different dimensions (Bornet et al. 2015).
There are overlapping symptoms between depression and spiritual distress, such as sadness,
anger, despair, questioning (meaning of life, meaning of suffering, and system of beliefs), insomnia,
pain, and other physical symptoms. In a study with elderly cancer patients, a significant association
was observed between spiritual distress and taking antidepressant medication (Caldeira et al. 2014).
Exploring the most sensitive clinical indicators of depression and spiritual distress seems necessary for
creating differential diagnoses and the implementation of effective interventions, both pharmacological
and non-pharmacological, within a multidisciplinary healthcare team.
The present study extends previous qualitative and quantitative research that suggests that
meaning in life is a core aspect of the human person, with a lack of this dimension possibly being
related to depression, addiction, and spiritual distress. Notwithstanding the similarities between
depression and spiritual distress, previous research suggests they represent distinct health situations.
This study focused on applying previously defined criteria of spiritual distress and depression to
the clinical setting, which is supported by depression, anxiety and spiritual well-being scales. Thus, the
present study was designed to evaluate the prevalence of depression and spiritual distress in palliative
patients in a primary care health unit in Portugal. Furthermore, we aimed to characterize the clinical,
depressive, and spiritual features of the identified patients to test the similarities and the differences
between palliative patients diagnosed with depression and spiritual distress within the sample.
2. Methods
2.1. Design
A quantitative, observational, cross-sectional, descriptive, and partially analytical study was
conducted in 2016 in a Portuguese primary care unit.
We hypothesized that there would be palliative patients with one clinical diagnosis or neither.
The main objectives of this study were to test the differences between depression and spiritual distress
in regard to: spiritual distress main defining characteristics; the use of psychotropic medication;
Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy Spiritual Well Being Scale (FACIT-Sp12) scoring;
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) scoring; clinical diagnosis codified by the International
Classification for Primary Care-2 (ICPC-2).
Thus, the null hypothesis was as follows: there is no relationship between depression and the
expression of suffering and lack of meaning in life (1A); there is no negative relationship between
depression and FACIT-Sp scores (2A); there is no relationship between the use of antidepressants and
FACIT-Sp scores (3A); there is no relationship between the use of sedative/anxiolytic medication and
FACIT-Sp scores (4A); there is no relationship between depression and clinical diagnosis (5A); there is
no relationship between spiritual distress and psychotropic medication (6A), HADS scoring (6B) and
clinical diagnosis (6C); there is no relationship between FACIT-Sp scores and HADS scores considering
HADS subscales (7A).
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2.2. Participants
Patients with chronic diseases and Prognostic Indicator Guidance (PIG) criteria were recruited
from files of General Practitioner (GP) patients. Selection was accomplished in two steps: a selection
based on the chronic
disease
followed by a selection based on the prognostic indicator guidance
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Consultations were rescheduled whenever necessary to a convenient time and day for the patient,
which also occurred in the researcher’s free time.
2.3.2. Pilot Study
A feasibility study with 10 participants was undertaken to identify practical problems in following
the research procedure. The feasibility study was also a training opportunity for the identification of
the defining characteristics of spiritual distress and the application of the spiritual distress diagnosis by
the researcher. The feasibility study enrolled patients with a chronic disease with or without palliative
criteria. A GP from the same health care unit provided a list with some of their adult patients who fit
the desired criteria. These patients followed the study procedures.
2.3.3. Data Collection Phases
The first data collection phase occurred in a separate room where participants had been allowed
to complete the HADS and FACIT-Sp questionnaires by themselves. Due to the low literacy levels of
participants perceived in the feasibility study, personal assistants stayed with the participants and read
the items if necessary. After completing HADS and FACIT-Sp questionnaires, these were delivered in
opaque and closed envelopes to the personal assistant, who kept them shelved in a proper place until
the end of the study. The second data collection phase occurred during the consultation period, during
which the researcher gathered sociodemographic and clinical data, including the presence or absence
of spiritual distress and depression.
2.4. Measures
2.4.1. Instruments to Assess Depressive Symptoms and Spiritual Distress

•
•

•

The present study used the most recent MMSE normative values for the Portuguese population
for the assessment of the exclusion criteria regarding the cognitive status (Morgado et al. 2009).
HADS scale has been widely used in palliative care and primary care. It has two subscales,
depression (HADS-D) and anxiety (HADS-A), which each have seven items. Each item is scored
from 0 to 3. Each subscale total score ranges from 0 to 21. The cutoff threshold of 11 is used for
depression and anxiety (Pais-Ribeiro et al. 2007). The HADS Portuguese edition has been used
as a two-dimensional scale, with Cronbach’s alpha value being 0.81 for depression and 0.76 for
anxiety (Pais-Ribeiro et al. 2007). The HADS scale measures exclusively non-somatic symptoms,
which is thus useful in patients with advanced medical conditions. The HADS questionnaire was
fully completed by all study participants.
FACIT-Sp12 has been designed to measure spiritual well-being in patients with cancer and other
chronic illnesses. FACIT-Sp is comprised of 12 items and each item is scored from 0 to 4. The total
score ranges from 0 to 48. FACIT-Sp comprises two subscales of meaning/peace and faith, which
represent the two dimensions of spirituality. The horizontal dimension measures a sense of
meaning, peace and harmony in life, while the vertical dimension measures feelings of strength
and comfort in one’s faith during physical illness (Peterman et al. 2002). The FACIT-Sp scale was
chosen as it emphasizes the search for meaning in life, which is a central aspect of spiritual distress
and a possible aspect of depression. The FACIT-Sp12 Portuguese edition has been validated in
palliative cancer patients with good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.92), and test–retest
reliability (r of 0.99) (Pereira and Santos 2011). In four participants, up to two items were left
unanswered. Therefore, those scores were prorated as indicated by the FACIT Administration
and Scoring Guidelines.

2.4.2. Clinical Assessment

•

The diagnosis of depression was based on a semi-structured clinical interview, which was further
supported by HADS and the patient’s medical history. The researcher filled in a short form, which
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included DSM-5 criteria and HADS results. Additionally, the form included sociodemographic
variables, the medical history, the current psychiatric diagnosis including alcoholism and the
current psychotropic medication. The clinical interview followed a DSM-5 criteria sheet.
A diagnosis of spiritual distress was obtained through a three-part criteria: (1) the researcher’s
classification based on the identification of previously defined criteria for spiritual distress
(Table 1)—patients who expressed suffering and expressed a lack of meaning in life were
considered as clinically having spiritual distress; the defining characteristics for spiritual distress
in these patients are presented in Table 1; (2) the patient’s confirmation of spiritual distress
throughout, via a positive answer to the question “In your opinion do you think you are suffering
due to lack of meaning in life? Do you think you have spiritual distress?”; (3) a FACIT-Sp score
below 36, which is the cutoff point defined for spiritual well-being (McClain et al. 2003). Patients
who fulfilled all three of the abovementioned criteria were diagnosed as having spiritual distress.

•

Table 1. Defining characteristics of spiritual distress in palliative patients.
Age

Sex

Expresses

54 *

F

Anger toward
God/divinity

Lack of meaning
in life

Lack of serenity

Suffering
Lack of love

Lack of meaning
in life

Suffering

Grief

Regret and need
for forgiveness

Suffering

Lack of meaning
in life
Lack of meaning
in life

Sleep
disturbance
Regret and need
for forgiveness

57 *

M

Alienation

Anger

Inability to
experience
transcendence

68 *

M

Concerns about
beliefs and values
system

Lack of
confidence

Lack of meaning
in life

74 ⱡ

F

Emptiness

Grief

Hopelessness

75
*ⱡ

M

Alienation

77 ⱡ

M

Lack of hope

80 ⱡ

M

Despair

Anger toward
God/divinity
Lack of meaning
in life
Hopelessness

Grief
Regret and need
for forgiveness
Lack of meaning
in life

Suffering
Suffering

Suffering
Suffering

Legend: * (alcoholism); ⱡ (depression).

2.5. Data Analysis
Comparisons were conducted using independent t-tests to test differences across continuous
dependent variables; the Shapiro–Wilk test was used to check for normality of data; the chi-squared
test to compare differences between sets of categorical data; the Mann–Whitney U test to compare
differences between two independent groups when the dependent variable was not normally
distributed; and Spearman’s rank-order correlation to measure the strength and direction of association
between two ranked variables, when one of them was not normally distributed. A significance level of
α = 5% was used. Data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics 24.
3. Results
3.1. Phase 1—Chronic Disease Patients’ Characteristics
A sample of 200 patients having 293 chronic disease criteria was obtained. Accordingly,
135 patients had one single chronic disease criteria and 65 patients had two to four chronic disease
criteria. Chronic diseases were classified as cardiovascular disease (n = 178), malignant disease (n = 46),
pulmonary disease (n = 43), hepatic disease (n = 9), renal disease (n = 6), neurologic disease (n = 6),
autoimmune disease (n = 4), and HIV/AIDS (n = 1).
Chronic disease patients had a median age of 69 years (interquartile range or IQR = 18), with
their ages being between 28 and 97 years old. The male to female ratio was 1.22 and there were no
statistically significant age differences between men and women.
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3.2. Phase 2—Palliative Patient’s Characteristics
A sample of 39 patients, eligible from those with chronic disease, fulfilled the PIG criteria.
One patient did not consent to participate, resulting in a response rate of 97%. Eight patients were
excluded by MMSE. A total of 30 patients were enrolled in the study (Figure 1).
The researcher had negative answers to the PIG surprise question “Would you be surprised if
this patient were to die in the next few months, weeks, days?” in five patients, namely: a 34-year-old
male with AIDS and plasmablastic non-Hodgkin lymphoma stage IIIB; a 43-year-old female with
metastatic colon adenocarcinoma of Dukes C stage; a 77-year-old male with Parkinson’s disease,
hyperthyroidism, congestive heart disease stage III NYHA, chronic kidney disease stage III and atrial
fibrillation; a 91-year-old female with congestive heart disease stage IV NYHA, previous stroke and
previous myocardial infarction; and a 92-year-old male with congestive heart disease stage III NYHA,
COPD Gold III/stage C and peripheral artery disease.
The researcher identified PIG general indicators of decline in 25 patients, namely: significant
co-morbidity (n = 21); advanced disease (n = 16); general physical decline (n = 8); repeated or
unplanned crisis admissions (n = 4); decreasing reversibility or decreasing response to treatments
(n = 3); decreasing activity (n = 3); increasing need for support (n = 2); and progressive weight loss
above 10% (n = 2). Nineteen of these 25 patients (76%) had more than one general indicator of decline.
Palliative patients included in the study (n = 30) had a median age of 77 (IQR = 16), with their
ages being between 34 and 91 years. The male to female ratio was 1.5 and there were no statistically
significant age differences between men and women. Most palliative patients were married or living
together (67%), while the remainder were widowed (23%) or single (10%). Most had a low–medium
socioeconomic status (87%), a low educational level (94% had four or fewer years of education), and
were retired (90%). These socioeconomic–educational results reflect an aged sample from a village in
Portugal, as it was about half a century ago that people had no proper access to education.
3.3. Prevalence of Depression and Spiritual Distress
The prevalence of depression was 23% (n = 7) in this sample. The semi-structured clinical interview
identified seven patients with depression. There were scores of ≥ 11 in the depression subscale in eight
patients, meaning probable depression. One of these patients, a woman aged 91, had recently broken her
left arm. In this case, the researcher and family physician who previously knew her clinically classified her
sadness as an adjustment reaction instead of depression. The agreement between a diagnosis of clinical
depression and results of the depression subscale was 87.5%. The prevalence of spiritual distress was
23% (n = 7) in this sample. Depression and spiritual distress criteria co-occurred in four patients (13%).
3.4. Spiritual Distress Palliative Patient's Defining Characteristics
In the present study, all palliative patients with spiritual distress diagnosis had more than one
defining characteristic of spiritual distress (Table 1).
Anger (towards God/divinity or in general), grief, and regret, as well as the need for forgiveness,
were the most important defining characteristics in this sample. Additionally, the researcher observed
major past traumatic life events in four patients (57%) with spiritual distress, such as a false allegation
of paternity with major implications, a loss of a young spouse from gunfire homicide, a loss of a young
husband, and the loss of a son from suicide. These patients were the 57-year-old male, 68-year-old male,
74-year-old female, and 75-year-old male. Patients with major past traumatic life events presented
more defining characteristics of spiritual distress, particularly grief, and three of them (75%) had
a diagnosis of alcoholic use disorder.
3.5. Depression Palliative Patient's Characteristics
There were seven palliative patients with a depressive disorder, namely: major depressive disorder
(n = 2), depressive disorder secondary to Parkinson’s disease (n = 2), depressive disorder secondary
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to stroke (n = 1), persistent depressive disorder/dysthymia (n = 1), and adjustment disorder with
depressed mood (n = 1). Alcoholism was observed in one palliative patient with a depressive disorder,
who additionally had a comorbidity of spiritual distress.
3.6. Statistical Analysis
A significantly positive association between depression and a lack of meaning in life was found,
although the association between depression and expression of suffering was not statistically significant
(1A) (Table 2).
Table 2. Depression related to the main defining characteristics of spiritual distress.
Depression (n = 7)

n (%)

p Value

Expresses suffering (n = 16)
Expresses lack of meaning in life (n = 8)

6 (37.5)
5 (62.5)

0.050
0.002

Palliative patients with depression had significantly lower FACIT-Sp scores than those who did
not have depression (2A) (Table 3). However, the lowest FACIT-Sp scores were associated with the use
of sedative or anxiolytic medication (4A), but not with the use of antidepressants (3A) (Table 3).
Table 3. FACIT-Sp scale scores related to depression diagnosis and the use of psychotropic medication.
Mean (SD)

p Value

Depression

Yes (n = 7)
No (n = 23)

28.3 (3.2)
34.8 (6.9)

0.023

Antidepressants

Yes (n = 5)
No (n = 25)

29.4 (5.3)
34.0 (6.8)

0.161

Sedatives/Anxiolytics

Yes (n = 6)
No (n = 24)

27.5 (4.8)
34.7 (6.5)

0.016

FACIT-Sp Scores (n = 30)

Notes: FACIT-Sp = Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy—Spiritual Well-Being Scale.

Accordingly, a significant association between spiritual distress and the use of sedative or
anxiolytic medication was found, although spiritual distress was not significantly correlated with the
use of antidepressants (6A) (Table 4).
Table 4. Psychotropic medication use related to spiritual distress diagnosis.
Spiritual Distress (n = 7)

n (%)

p Value

Antidepressants (n = 5)
Sedatives/Anxiolytics (n = 6)

2 (40.0)
4 (66.7)

0.334
0.005

A significantly negative correlation was found for FACIT-Sp scores with HADS-D and HADS-T
scores, although this was not found for HADS-A scores (7A) (Table 5).
Table 5. Correlations between FACIT-Sp scores and HADS scores.
FACIT-Sp

Spearman’s Rho

p Value

HADS-D
HADS-A
HADS-T

–0.64
–0.11
–0.56

<0.001
0.571
0.001

Note: HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

Moreover, spiritual distress was found to not be associated with HADS scores (6B) (Table 6).
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Table 6. HADS scores related to spiritual distress diagnosis.
Spiritual Distress

Yes (n = 7)
No (n = 23)

HADS-D

HADS-A

HADS-T

X (min–max)

p value

X (min–max)

p value

X (min–max)

p value

13 (3–14)
7 (2–14)

0.190

6 (3–11)
5 (2–13)

0.774

17 (9–25)
12 (7–27)

0.226

A significant association was found between alcoholism and spiritual distress diagnosis (6C),
although this association was not found with depression (5A) (Table 7). Alcoholism had been
codified by ICPC-2 with a code of “P15—Chronic alcohol abuse”. These were patients with alcoholic
liver disease.
Table 7. Alcoholic liver disease related to depression and spiritual distress.
Alcohol (n = 4)

n (%)

p Value

Depression (n = 7)
Spiritual distress (n = 7)

1 (14.3)
4 (57.1)

0.933
<0.001

4. Discussion
This study focused on applying the diagnosis of spiritual distress and depression to the clinical
setting, based on their definitions and using selected related scales. We hypothesized that there would
be palliative patients with one clinical diagnosis or neither. Our main objective was to describe the
clinical and statistical findings of palliative patients with depression and spiritual distress. Thus, we
would identify criteria to make a differential diagnosis. Although the study showed promising results,
it also has underlying obstacles and limitations that need to be addressed.
The prevalence of depression in the sample (23%) is similar to that described in previous
research. A systematic review conducted in 2002 summarized the prevalence of depression in
advanced diseases according to HADS definition (score on the depression subscale of > 10) as being
29% (IQR = 19.50–34.25%). In comparison, according to psychiatric interviews, values fluctuated
between 5% and 26% (a median of 15%) (Hotopf et al. 2002). A more recent meta-analysis, from
2011, found a prevalence of depression defined by the DSM or International Classification of Diseases
(ICD) criteria of 16.5% (95% confidence interval of 13.1–20.3) in palliative care settings and of 16.3%
(13.4–19.5%) in oncologic and hematologic settings (Mitchell et al. 2011). Previous research describes
a prevalence of spiritual distress varying between 28% and 44% in oncology and palliative patients
(Delgado-Guay et al. 2011; Hui et al. 2011; Blanchard et al. 2012). In this sample, the prevalence of
spiritual distress was 23%. To our knowledge, this is the first study to describe the prevalence of
spiritual distress in palliative patients in primary care.
A significant proportion of palliative patients in the sample had a mixed diagnosis of depression
and spiritual distress (13%). Previous research showed that elderly patients admitted to geriatric
rehabilitation with significant depressive symptoms might be especially vulnerable to concomitant
spiritual distress. In that sample, the proportion of elderly patients with mixed depressive symptoms
and spiritual distress was 15.1%, which is similar to our results (Bornet et al. 2015).
Depression was also found to be positively and significantly related to a lack of meaning in life.
Swinton states that “depression is a profound spiritual illness that digs into the heart of a person´s
spirit and forces them to face experiences of meaninglessness and hopelessness” (Swinton 2001, p. 167).
It seems that previous qualitative and quantitative research suggests meaning in life is a core aspect
of the human person (Frankl 1992) and a lack of this dimension might be related to depression
(Swinton 2001; Guerrero-Torrelles et al. 2017), addiction (White et al. 2006; Krentzman et al. 2015)
and spiritual distress (Caldeira et al. 2015; Villagomeza 2005). However, the present study does not
explain the nature and direction of the causal relationship between depression and a lack of meaning
in life. A recent systematic review about meaning interventions among patients with advanced
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diseases states a core component of all the interventions was “the interpersonal encounter between
patient and therapist, in which sources of meaning were explored and a sense of connectedness
was re-established” (Guerrero-Torrelles et al. 2017, p. 1). Logotherapeutic approaches led to the
same results (Robatmili et al. 2015). In European patients with advanced cancer, interpersonal
relationships were reported as the area that provides more meaning in life to these patients
(Tomás-Sábado et al. 2015). Among patients with advanced diseases, having a sense of meaning in
life is a buffer against depression and the wish to hasten death (Guerrero-Torrelles et al. 2017). In the
general population, interventions increasing gratitude and meaning in life facilitate the remission of
depression (Disabato et al. 2016).
In accordance with previous literature, the present study found depression to be related to a lack
of spiritual well-being. On the whole, depression is related to a lack of spiritual well-being as it relates
to a lack of meaning in life, which is a spiritual dimension of the human being (Swinton 2001).
Conversely, in the present study, a lack of spiritual well-being was associated with the use of
sedative or anxiolytic medication but not with the use of antidepressants. Although both depression
and spiritual distress are associated with lower scores in the FACIT-Sp scale, the FACIT-Sp is a more
accurate scale to measure the spiritual dimension compared with the emotional dimension of the
human being (Peterman et al. 2002). Therefore, this finding is probably a result of the observed
association between spiritual distress and the use of sedative or anxiolytic medication.
A diagnosis of spiritual distress was obtained through three component criteria, which included
the patient and the researcher report in addition to a FACIT-Sp score below 36. Recent research
considered that the patient’s self-report of having spiritual distress and a lower result in a spiritual
well-being scale, namely the Spiritual Well-Being Questionnaire, is an accurate resource for measuring
spiritual distress (Caldeira et al. 2017). Therefore, depression and spiritual distress correspond to distinct
dimensions despite being related and might require different therapeutic interventions (Bornet et al. 2015).
Other than a lack of meaning in life and expression of suffering, the most frequent defining
characteristics for spiritual distress observed in the present sample were anger (towards God/divinity
or in general), grief, and regret, as well as the need for forgiveness. Sedative or anxiolytic medication
might be a means of muting the patient’s spiritual suffering. “A man’s concern, even his despair, over
the worthwhileness of life is a spiritual distress but by no means a mental disease. It may well be that
interpreting the first in terms of the latter motivates a doctor to bury his patient’s existential despair
under a heap of tranquilizing drugs. It is his task, rather, to pilot the patient through his existential crises
of growth and development” (Frankl 1985, p. 125). However, the use of anxiolytic/sedative medication
can also be a supportive and therapeutic measure until the patient overcomes his spiritual suffering.
The researcher observed the occurrence of major past traumatic life events in four patients (57%)
with spiritual distress, who presented more defining characteristics of spiritual distress compared with
the other patients with spiritual distress. Other defining characteristics of spiritual distress observed
in this subset group of patients were grief, anger (towards God/divinity or in general), need for
forgiveness and alienation. Additional studies on the subject might aid in the acknowledgement of
spiritual distress.
As previously discussed, through the application of FACIT-Sp scale and DSM-5 criteria, we found
a lack of spiritual well-being to be related to depression. Consequently, FACIT-Sp was found to be
negatively related to HADS-D and HADS-T. The interesting finding was the lack of association between
FACIT-Sp scores and HADS-A. Although depression and anxiety commonly co-occur, share several
physical (e.g., insomnia, weight loss) and emotional features (e.g., stress and unrest) as well as having
common underlying physiologic processes (Kreitler 2017), they are distinct pathologies exhaustively
described in the DSM-5 classification. A recent study aimed at contributing to the clarification of the
distinctiveness of anxiety and depression in terms of their cognitive characteristics, as reflected in their
tendencies to assign meaning, concluded that anxiety and depression were different constructs, as
the “anxiety profile indicated more focusing on one’s internal world whereas the depression profile
indicated focusing both on the personal and the interpersonally-shared reality” (Kreitler 2017, p. 1).
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In the present study, HADS was not significantly associated with a diagnosis of spiritual distress.
Apart from the similarities between depression and spiritual distress, they seem to represent distinct
dimensions, as highlighted by Frankl and Bornet (Frankl 1985; Bornet et al. 2015).
In the present study, a significantly positive association was found between spiritual distress
and alcoholism, which implicitly involved an expression of suffering and a lack of meaning in life.
As emphasized by Gerwood, clients with addiction try to fill their existential vacuum with alcohol and
other drugs (Gerwood 1998; Kleftaras and Katsogianni 2012), which makes them excellent candidates
for understanding the concept of the existential vacuum as described by Frankl (a dimension of
the meaning of life construct that encapsulates the failure of a person to experience meaning in
life) (Frankl 1968). Alcoholics have a lower sense of meaning in life than non-alcoholics, with their
sense of life purpose increasing during treatment programs for alcohol addiction (White et al. 2006;
Kleftaras and Katsogianni 2012). Patients with alcoholism find meaning in survival, self-reclamation,
service to others, and connections to the community (White et al. 2006).
It seems that qualitative and quantitative research suggests a meaning in life is a core aspect
of the human person and a lack of this dimension might be related to depression, addiction, and
spiritual distress. Conversely, depression has been associated with alcohol use disorder, especially in
older people (Conner et al. 2009). Furthermore, previous research suggests that elderly patients with
significant depressive symptoms might be more vulnerable to spiritual distress (Bornet et al. 2015).
A recent study of alcoholics showed higher levels of feelings of emptiness in those with higher levels
of depressive symptomatology (Kleftaras and Katsogianni 2012). Although depression and spiritual
distress can co-occur, there is a gap in the research about the prevalence of spiritual distress in alcoholic
use disorder.
The present study was designed toward differentiating depression from spiritual distress, which
might have made possible the observed relation between alcoholism and spiritual distress but not
with depression. Considering the theoretical and practical relations between spiritual distress and a
lack of meaning in life (Caldeira et al. 2015; Villagomeza 2005) as well as between lack of meaning in
life and alcoholism (White et al. 2006; Krentzman et al. 2015), the findings of the present study have a
theoretical background. The observed relationship between spiritual distress and alcoholism might
create an opportunity for practical research in the field.
This study underlines the importance of assessing spiritual distress in palliative patients,
particularly in primary care. Primary health care professionals are at a privileged position in the
delivery of care. Proximity to the patients and their family in addition to continuity of care are common
issues in palliative and primary care. Recognizing spiritual distress as well as introducing guided
mental and holistic care and referrals to the proper spiritual, social, or other health care facilities,
including palliative care, can promote better quality of life for palliative patients at an earlier phase.
5. Conclusions
This study aimed to identify the prevalence in addition to the clinical indicators of depression
and spiritual distress in palliative patients in primary care. Depression and spiritual distress seem to
both be linked to the spiritual dimension of the human being, but seem to differ in the dimensions of
suffering and the pharmacological treatment.
This study has three important findings: (1) apart from being associated with a lack of spiritual
well-being, depression seems to be related to a lack of meaning in life, which is a core aspect of spiritual
distress. Therefore, if this is true, depression is also a spiritual experience as having a meaning in life is
a transcendent, personal, and unique experience; (2) depression seems to differ from spiritual distress,
at least in two clinical indicators: there seems to be an association between relevant traumatic life
events and spiritual distress. Furthermore, spiritual distress seems to be associated with alcoholism,
although this was not seen for depression; (3) medical treatment for spiritual distress seems more
prone to the use of anxiolytic medication instead of antidepressants.
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The study is limited by its cross-sectional design and the small sample size will greatly reduce the
validity and generalizability of the study findings and is a significant weakness of this investigation.
The participants’ educational background might have yielded some bias during filling in the
questionnaires, although some assistance in readings had been provided by personal assistants.
Conclusions should be understood in this sample and context.
The authors believe the paper suggests two possible clinical markers of spiritual distress:
alcoholism and past traumatic life events. The association between the use of anxiolytic medication
and spiritual distress in primary care palliative patients will need to be further studied and, if so
confirmed, there needs to be an examination of the proper class or drug that works best for this clinical
entity. Palliative patients’ depression and spiritual distress need to be precisely identified for correct
decision-making in addition to pinpointing the most effective treatment and holistic care. Further
research, including broader samples and different cultural backgrounds, is needed.
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